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FASTER 

Director of First 

Impressions 
 

 

Introduction 

Welcome aboard the FASTER team.  Congratulations on joining a highly qualified staff of health and 
fitness professionals.  FASTER fitness and athlete performance center focuses on increasing the 
fitness performance and confidence levels of our clients through encouragement, results-oriented 
programs and a top-notch staff that cares about results.  All clients are screened with a thorough 
evaluation prior to enrollment in any exercise programs.  Our training programs are designed to make 
athletes faster, more explosive and less prone to injury, whereas our fitness clients will experience 
increased lean body mass, flexibility and targeted weight loss.  Our unique equipment paired with our 
cutting edge training programs gives all of our clients the ability to “Get Better, FASTER”!   
 
We focus on:   

◼ Superior Health and Fitness Programs 
◼ Professionalism 
◼ Cleanliness 
◼ Quality Service 
◼ Safe, Family, Energetic Atmosphere 

 
We are unique in that we offer an uplifting experience that caters to junior high/high school/collegiate 
athletes, professional athletes, moms and dads, and adults of all walks of life.  We are a one stop 
shop also offering chiropractic, massage, nutrition, and meal delivery. Our equipment is cutting edge 
and includes unweighted treadmills, green treadmills, and vibration plates.   
 
Amenities: 
 Showers, Locker Rooms, Lounge Area, Smoothie Bar 
 
History 

 

FASTER began with a dream that Coach DeRose put into reality in April of 2008. He knew that with 
his learned experiences from professionals across the entire country and his own knowledge in 
performance and fitness training that he could have a center that was truly about getting people 
better, faster.    
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Mission Statement 
  
FASTER exists to motivate, educate, and inspire people to reach optimal levels of performance, 
recovery, and balance in life.  Our expert and passionate team is driven to transform lives by 
empowering people to reach their full potential.  Our comprehensive, holistic approach to fitness and 
wellness in an environment that fosters a positive energy and friendly spirit empowers you to reach a 
heightened state of physical, mental/emotional, and spiritual balance. 
 
 
Core Values 
 

Our core values empower our employees to fully pursue our mission, realize their potential, 
and ensure a caring, innovative, challenging and active oriented culture. 
 

• SMILE  

• HAVE FUN 

• ENGAGE WITH OUR CLIENTS 

• HELP OUR CLIENTS GET THE BEST EXPERIENCE  

• BE YOUR BEST 
 
 
 

Front Desk Responsibilities Outline 
 

❖ Daily: 
➢ Please arrive 15 minutes prior to your shift start time. 
➢ As soon as you check yourself in on duty answer the phone and *Check Voicemail*: At 

Southpointe, press *99 to listen to messages.  Press # to skip messages.  Press 7 to delete messages.  

At Robinson, call the number provided and enter the pin to check voicemail. 

▪ Voicemail – please leave a detailed note including date and time called with your name, if you 

cannot get ahold of the person, so the next scheduled staff member knows when they were called, 

if they answered or if a voicemail was left. We want to make sure every client is called back. 

➢ *Greet ALL Clients – whether on the phone, computer, eating, etc. please acknowledge and 
greet all clients that walk in or out.  

 

➢ Schedule Appointments → Training, Classes, Evaluations, Excel Chiropractic (Robinson Only), 

Massage (both locations) 

➢ Check in clients for Appointments and Classes 
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➢ Empty all trash (this must be done at the end your shift): Garbage is to be taken to the dumpster 

next to Service Master or the dumpster in the parking lot at Southpointe.  Collect garbage from lobby, 

restrooms, office, front desk, shower, locker rooms and gym 

▪ Tie knot in garbage bags on small cans...less mess if bag does not collapse inside of can. 

➢ Continually scan lobby and rest rooms so that they are kept clean and neat:  

▪ Wipe down the front desk, table, counter top, bathroom sinks, vacuuming, dusting, etc. 

➢ Complete the cleaning task assigned to your shift on the cleaning schedule  

➢ Make Build Bar Smoothies (Robinson Only): All of the recipes are behind the bar; please follow 

accordingly and do not share with clients.  Keep Build Bar tidy and make sure all blender containers are 

cleaned and that all supplies are stocked up at the end of a shift.   

➢ Complete Nightly Deposit: Count the desk register leaving $60 in the drawer and leaving the rest on 

Meg or Dustin’s desk with a note of how much is being deposited (there is a note in the register to mark 

the amount deposited, amount in the register, date and initials) 

➢ Supply Inventory: if we are low on any cleaning, restroom, office, Build Bar supply, etc.; Please let 

Meg know for Robinson and Dustin for SP ASAP → leave a note on their desk. 

➢ Ring all sales: Packages, Memberships, Clothing, Supplements, Drinks, Snacks, Build Bar Shakes 

➢ Replenish and Rotate Merchandise 

➢ Check Bulletin Boards: Organize and discard any out of date flyers 

Build Bar Responsibilities Outline (Robinson Only): 
 

➢ Daily - Use clean wash and dry towel or as needed. 
➢ Daily - Store soiled BB towels in plastic bag under sink. 
➢ Daily - Stock supplies, cups, lids, fruit, etc. 
➢ Always wash containers and pour spout when making a new bottle of puree 
➢ Once a week - take pour spouts off purees, wash and put back on 
➢ Once a month - change out freeze dried containers, wash dirty ones and allow to dry 
➢ Every 6 months - wash and dry oatmeal, coconut, and PB2 containers and refill 

 
Please note when last completed so we can make sure it gets done again. Whether a note for Meg, 

or a message in the FB group. 
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FASTER Desk Duty Details: 
 

❖ Answering the phone: 
 

➢ Robinson – FASTER Pittsburgh and Excel Chiropractic this is ……….. how may I help you? 
➢ Southpointe – FASTER Southpointe and Southpointe Massage Therapy this is …. How may I 

help you? 
➢ If you are unsure of an answer to their question, ask Meg (Rob.) or Dustin (SP), or take a 

message and we will call back.  
 

❖ When a new client or family enters the gym: 
 

➢ Welcome them to the gym with a happy and excited attitude to ensure that each client has a 

great experience.  Having a great experience is the most important part of each 
clients visit. Always promote a welcoming posture. (never have arms folded)   

➢ Inquire about what they are doing here, what they are interested in and maybe what they have 
done in the past. Make sure to listen to what they are looking for. 

➢ Based on the question above, explain our various services that would fit them best → may be 
more interested in EFX/MFX/Q:30/Met-Con or Personal Training, base your response on their 
interest.  

➢ Once you’ve learned a little about them give them a detailed tour of the facility: 
▪ Discussing MYZONE, In-Body, Build Bar and Chiropractic (Robinson), Massage both 

facilities, Salud (SP), Pittsburgh Fresh and the FASTER Supplement Line. 
▪ Show them the lounge area, restrooms, shower, locker room and then take them into the 

gym and discuss the weight room and turf area. Describing the area that may suit what 
they are looking for more – ex.) with an athlete describe the turf area and weight room 
maybe pointing out the Strider and an athlete currently training; with an adult maybe 
describe how an EFX/MFX/Q:30/Met-Con class is laid out on the turf and how one of the 
classes works.  

▪ Explain that our workouts are geared towards them and their goals/needs, every 
training session or class is trainer lead, all workouts can be modified or intensified 
as needed and they will never complete the same personal training session or class.  

➢ Once the tour ends, bring them back to the desk and offer to help schedule a visit or class.  
➢ Depending on interest – lead them towards a FREE class or FREE evaluation. If they prompt 

on pricing after their free visit, offer them the 15 Day Intro (adults only) and explain that after 
that we have Memberships, Packages and Drop-in fees that we will help get them set on 
depending on what they want to do most. Explaining that within Memberships you get the most 
value and within memberships and packages your per session rate is reduced. 

➢ ALWAYS look to get contact information, whether a phone number or email so we can 
contact them whether they sign up or not. They are a hot lead and we want to try and get 
them to join. Mention they can join our email list to stay up to date on upcoming information or 
they can sign up for their first appointment and/or fill out a waiver. 
 

❖ Keys to remember with a “New Client” 
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➢ People may say they are “New” but may have been here before. Whether on the phone or if 
they walk in, enter their name into the computer and check if they have an account. 
▪ If no account proceed, they then qualify for their first visit free and or a promotional rate. 
▪ If they have an account: Click on their name – Account Details – near the top in Account 

Details, click ‘Show all dates’ and look to see if they have visited us in the past. If they 
have, they would not be considered a new client and would need to pay for their visit or 
class accordingly. 
 

❖ Promotional Rates / Discounts: 
 

➢ Promotional Rates – 15 Day Intro for $59 – apply to “New Clients” only. Meaning they’ve never 
been here or they’ve only taken their free evaluation or free class.  

➢ Family Add-ons apply to people who live in the same household (ie. Same address). Ex.) 
Boyfriend / Girlfriend live together, they could do an add-on; Sisters who live in different 
houses cannot add-on. 

➢ We offer corporate discounts to Bayer, Covestro, Eaton, Mylan, 1400 Main Apartments and 
UPMC employees as well as various companies at SP – it is 20% off of their memberships. 
This would apply to family members as well. However, these discounts can only be applied to 
main memberships or packages. Ex.) Josh buys a $360 package you could take 20% off; Josh 
is added on as a Family Add-on at $139 - $139 is already discounted and the 20% cannot be 
applied. 
▪ Must show work ID – please note in their account that they get a discount.  

➢ We offer a military discount of 15% and it can be applied to family and such the same as 
above.  

➢ If someone has used a promotion, they do not qualify for another promotion. If they’ve already 
completed a 15 Day Intro and joined, and win a FREE Month certificate – they have to gift the 
certificate or Meg can work to give them a credit.  

➢ Employee Discounts:  
▪ Up to 8 training sessions and unlimited classes @ $125 per month 
▪ Unlimited classes - FREE 
▪ $5 off any merchandise (ie. Shirts, protein) 
▪ $4 for any Build Bar Shake 
▪ 50% off Pure Power Yoga packages 
▪ Massages: $30 for 30 minutes or $50 for 60 minutes (applies to employee only, no family or friends) 
▪ Supplements: 15% off in-house or online 
 

❖ Selling Memberships and Packages: 
 

➢ Membership: 
▪ Explain that a card will be kept on their file and the membership fee will run monthly on the 

same date as the day purchased. Ex.) if they purchase on 2/11/16, their next payment will 
run on 3/11/16. 

▪ Memberships include: 24 or 36 sessions in 3 months and 96 or 144 sessions in 12 months 

• Please explain that they can use these sessions in the allotted time period as they wish, 
however we recommend: 

 24 and 96 session memberships to be used twice a week 

 36 and 144 session memberships to be used three times a week 
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▪ Memberships also include Unlimited EFX/MFX/Q:30/Met-Con; however ALL classes only 
apply to people 18 and older.  

▪ Members also get a discount on K-power classes of $5 instead of $10 per class; a student 
rate discount at Pure Power Yoga; 15% off massage  

▪ Clients get one 30 day freeze during their membership (this applies to 3 month and 12 
month memberships – not any month-to-month options). 

▪ It is their responsibility to let us know if they need to freeze or cancel their membership prior 
to their charge date. 

• If they cancel, there is a $199 buyout fee. Which once paid, if they decide to return, we 
would apply that $199 to the first month of their new membership. Ex.) Nancy pays 
$199 buyout in January to end their membership. They return in June with a $205 
membership, their first month would be: $6. That credit can only be applied to a 
membership – no packages, merchandise, smoothies, etc.  

• They can also gift their membership to a family member or friend with NO buyout fee. 
The friend or family member would pick up the contract responsibilities as they were. If 
the first member had a corporate or military discount and the new member did not apply 
for either discount, the new member would pay the full membership price.  
 
 

➢ Package:  
▪ Family members are allowed to split the sessions. Ex.) Brother uses 6 of 12 and sister uses 

6 of 12. 
▪ Clients MUST pay in full for all packages.  
▪ Packages last 90 days, however depending on the situation we can review accounts and 

extend them if needed.  
 
❖ Selling KamJamz Classes and Class Passes:  

 

➢ $5 for FASTER members - $10 for non-members – 10 class passes for $80 
➢ Power 2 Hour classes are $10 cash for everyone 
➢ Must be CASH Only 

▪ Create two envelopes – one labeled FASTER and one labeled Kam 
▪ Split the money evenly between the two envelopes 
▪ If you take change out of the drawer, please make sure it is EVEN; we do not mix K-Power 

money with the FASTER cash register.  
➢ Do not ring these transactions out in MB, K-Power is separate. 
➢ NO checks or credit cards accepted for Kam Jamz or Power 2 Hour classes 

 

❖ Scheduling Clients: 
 

➢ ALL PERSONAL TRAINING APPOINTMENTS MUST BE SCHEDULED IN ADVANCE. 
➢ 3 Ways to Schedule: 1. Stop by the desk 2. By phone 3. Via Mindbody Connect Application 

▪ If they use the app: they must use the email we have in the system for them; they must 
schedule 6 hours or more before the session. 

➢ If a client tries to schedule on the app and it says it is full – always encourage them to call for 
an appointment. We book up to 5 on the half hour but we can take more. Just explain we want 
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to keep our client to trainer ratio at a good number so that is why we monitor the time slots 
available.  

➢ Training sessions are booked on the half hour – but sessions will be at least an hour, unless 
the client has to leave sooner.  

❖ Free Evaluations:   
 

➢ Most all evaluations are done by Meg (Robinson) or Dustin (SP) – please discuss with them 
when to schedule those appointments. 

➢ Please gather some information such as: age/grade; goal/sport; limitations; referred by.  
➢ The youngest age we take is typically 12 years old; however, we will evaluate as young as 10, 

but please let the parents know for safety reasons if they are younger than 12, we may 
recommend they wait a year or two before starting our programs.  

➢ During a free evaluation for an Athlete: 
▪ We will discuss goals and what they are looking for with their training. 
▪ We will take the athlete through a Functional Movement Screen to assess any imbalances 

and/or areas of weakness.  Based on the results, appropriate injury preventative exercises 
will be prescribed within the training program. 

▪ We will take them through a brief workout and demonstrate the basics of our program. 
▪ Based on the goals and assessment, a customized program will be discussed along with 

pricing and scheduling options. 
▪ After the evaluation, please give the athlete and parents, 2 Free 15 Day Intro’s for the 

parents to use. 
➢ During a free evaluation for an Adult: 

▪ We will discuss goals of the training and appropriate body composition assessments will be 
offered. 

▪ We will do a Movement Screen to detect any imbalances and/or weaknesses.  Based on 
the results, appropriate corrective exercises will be prescribed within the training program. 

▪ We will take them through a warm up and sample workout. 
▪ Based on the goals and assessments, a customized program will be discussed along with 

pricing and scheduling options. 
 

 
 

❖ Checking in Clients: 
 

➢ Please check clients in for training and classes as soon as possible as they arrive.  
➢ If they are come up as “owed” for personal training – please let Meg or Dustin know, and 

please inquire with the client about being out of sessions. 
➢ If they are come up as “owed” for classes – we need to address them before class starts. They 

need to pay for one class at $20, buy a new class pass and / or renew their membership.  
▪ If Meg/Dustin is available to look at their account or if you are comfortable doing so, you 

can check their account to see if they typically do a package or membership and inquire 
about what they would like to do moving forward.  

➢ Please always double check if a client was here or not – we do not charge clients if they 
cannot make it, we early cancel them.  
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➢ If a client is coming up as out of sessions, please mark them as “Arrived” so we know they 
were there that day and can check on what they want to do in case we couldn’t address it that 
day.  

➢ Do not be afraid to double check with a trainer who was in and who was not if you aren’t sure.  
➢ If someone scheduled an appointment and does not make it in, within a half hour, 

please call them, inquire if they will still make it and if not offer to help them reschedule. 
 

❖ Retail: 
 

➢ Please make sure the Location is set properly.  
▪ The location is on the left hand side of the retail screen, below where the clients name is 

listed and it says ticket.  
▪ When checking out Build Bar, Merchandise, Supplements, Training Sessions, Classes 

(anything FASTER) please have the location as FASTER or FASTER Southpointe as 
appropriate. 

▪ For Pittsburgh Fresh – ALWAYS change the location to Pittsburgh Fresh before completing 
the transaction. 

▪ For Excel Chiropractic please adjust the location accordingly – same for Southpointe 
Massage Therapy.  

 

❖ Excel Chiropractic (Robinson Only): 
 

➢ Dr. Van Wagner works directly out of our Robinson location. Clients call to schedule their 
appointments through our Robinson phone (412-489-6036). 

➢ Please gather name and phone number when booking new patients. 
➢ For more information on his services, there is a packet at the front desk. 
➢ Chrissy also offers Massage through Excel Chiropractic. To book, just go to the Massage Tab 

while at FASTER. 
 

❖ Southpointe Massage Therapy (Southpointe Only): 
 

➢ Heidi works directly out of our Southpointe location. Clients call to schedule their appointments 
through our SP phone (724-260-5901). 

➢ Please gather name and phone number when booking new clients. 
➢ For more information on her services, there is a packet at the front desk.  

  
 

❖ Terminology: 
 

➢ EFX – Enhanced Functional Exercise – a group workout class that consists of a circuit of 
stations that can be modified or intensified to meet anyone’s needs. Classes are set with 20 
stations, geared to get your heart rate up and then slow it back down; stations last 1 minute 
with a 30 second rest in between. Exercises include: sleds, battle ropes, resistance bands, 
core work, TRX trainers, body weight exercises, medicine balls, dumbbells, physio balls, 
posture/correctives and more. All classes are run by a certified trainer and the goal is to 
develop EPOC – Excess Post Oxygen Consumption, meaning you will burn calories up to 48 
hours post class. Must be 18 or older to participate. 

➢ MFX – Metabolic Functional Exercise – is a fun and exciting workout that amplifies the benefits 
of metabolic strength training so that you not only burn calories during exercise, but also for 
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12-24 hours AFTER exercise (afterburn). This high intensity metabolic workout will increase 
your energy consumption post exercise, which leads to a higher resting metabolic rate 
(EPOC). Each class can be modified or intensified to meet anyone's needs. 

➢ Q:30 - The most up to date fitness studies out of Harvard show that training 30 seconds on 
with at least a 1:1 work to rest ratio is burning the most fat and can be effectively done in a 30 
minute window - Q:30 is putting that study into play! Complete a high intensity exercise for 30 
seconds on followed by 30 seconds off for a 1:1 work ratio and burn fat in this 30 minute class! 

➢ METABOLIC CONDITIONING (Met-Con) is a total body cardio and metabolic strength training 
class that helps you torch fat, burn calories, and build lean muscle. 

➢ It incorporates athletic cardio HIIT drills, high rep resistance training, and functional core work 
for a full body 1 hour experience. Options and modifications will be provided for all moves. 

➢ Personal Training / Athlete Performance Training – these personalized programs are built 
towards the client’s needs and goals. Adult training includes weigh-ins and accountability 
measures and programs geared specific to their intended goals. Athlete training is customized 
upon the sport and designed to develop speed, agility, quickness, strength, flexibility and 
reduce the chance of injury. Training sessions are done as Semi-Private – meaning the client 
is still on their own individualized program, however they are sharing the trainer’s attention – 
this allows for a reduced cost per session and a more social, motivating atmosphere. 

➢ Jumpstarts – Offered 5 times a year (January, March, April, September, November).  Include 
25 Days with unlimited personal training sessions, unlimited classes (MFX, EFX, Q:30, Met-
Con – KamJamz $5 for participants) and nutrition consulting.  Pre & Post InBody Scans are 
administered.  Prizes are given and a grocery store tour is included.  Jumpstart cost is $179 for 
non-members or $59 for members – package holders would be considered non-members and 
pay $157.  

➢ Team Training – Requires a minimum of 10 athletes.  Can be done at FASTER or at their 
requested location.  Customized programs are available for all sports.  Pricing varies.  Please 
provide manager with contact information for follow-up. 

➢ Combine / Pro-day Training - Our individualized training prepares athletes for their Combine 
or Pro Day debut. Utilizing XPE training methodology and intense replication of all Combine 
specific tests and position-specific drills, athletes will be fully prepared for the required tests. 
We incorporate performance treadmills to decrease run times and vibration plates for 
increased jump height and strength. Our program sets athletes on an organized plan to 
improve strength, speed, agility, balance and form, while focusing on injury prevention, 
nutrition and mental focus preparedness. 

➢ Professional Athlete Training – Comprehensive program for professional athlete’s off-
season conditioning, regenerating, and training.  Programs are specific to sport, position, etc.  

➢ In-Body – Most accurate piece of equipment for body analysis. Bases results off of electrodes 
in your system versus an algorithm.  

➢ Military Police & Fire Academy Training – programs are available.  Interested candidates 
should contact megan@performfaster.com for more details. 

➢ Massage Therapy – Heidi owns and operations Southpointe Massage Therapy; Chrissy works 
for Dr. Van Wagner and Excel out of Robinson. Schedules are listed in Mindbody.  

➢ Build Bar – offers all natural fruit and protein smoothies. There are no added sugars, 
aspartame, or preservatives. They are all gluten-free.  The smoothies are fantastic post-
workout to repair muscles with natural sugars and protein.  Robinson Only. 

mailto:megan@performfaster.com
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➢ Salud Express – located inside of our Southpointe location. Offer smoothies, bowls, juices 
and more. Healthy and holistic.    

➢ Kam Jamz – An intense hip hop cardio power hour workout that combines sporty athletic drills 
with very basic dance moves.  

➢ Power 2-Hour – These 2 hour events taught by Kam Niskach occurs once a month and 
include 1 hour of Live Insanity and 1 hour of Kam Jamz Hip Hop Cardio Class. They are $10 
cash for every participant. 

➢ Pittsburgh Fresh – Offers healthy, all natural food options with two meal type choices: Paleo 
or Balanced.  Paleo meals contain 5-ounces of a protein and a 7-ounce side. Balanced meals 
include 1 protein serving, 1 carbohydrate serving and 2 vegetable servings. Orders must be 
placed by midnight on Thursday for delivery the following week. Orders arrive Monday 
afternoon and can be picked up during FASTER business hours. To order visit: 
www.pittsburghfresh.com 

➢ Internships – Applications are accepted for both credit and non-credit internships.  Cover 
letters and resumes should be emailed to megan@performfaster.com.   

 
**More information regarding all of our services is available on our website: performfaster.com 

 
  

Director of 1st Impressions Certification TEST: 
 

1.  What should you do first after you clock in during your shift? 
 
 

2. Name the areas of FASTER that garbage is to be collected: 
 
 

3. Discuss giving a new client a tour: 
 
 

4.  What year were FASTER and FASTER Southpointe established? 
 
 

5. What services do we offer as far as training and classes go? 
 
 
 

6. Name 3 core values of FASTER? 
 
 

 
7. How much money should be left in the drawer after the nightly deposit is made? What do you 

do with the deposit? 
 
 
 
 

mailto:megan@performfaster.com
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8. Please explain how to check-in clients for KamJamz (Robinson): 
 
 
 

 
9. When it comes to promotional rates → what types do we offer, can anyone use a promotional 

rate, how does a family add-on work (who can use it) and if someone gifts their membership 
how does the promotional rate work? 

 
 
 

 
10. What other services do we offer (besides training) that makes us a “One Stop Shop? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11. What is the most important part of each clients experience? 
 
 

12. Explain what the InBody does? 
 
 

13. What makes the FASTER Supplement line better than other supplement lines? 
 
 
 
You should be able to do the following on Mindbody: 
 

 
 

Mindbody Checklist: 
 

▪ Retail Screen 
o Checking out products 
o Checking out packages 
o Checking out memberships 
o Adding money to someone's account/an account payment 
o Paying for another client 
o Splitting payments between payment methods 
o Selling gift cards 
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o Selling a challenge or kickstart through cash or check 
o How to add a product if needed 
o What to do to check-out Pittsburgh Fresh 
o What to do to check-out Excel Chiro 

▪ Scheduling 
o How to change class instructors 
o How to add evaluation as an option if you get one when it's not available 
o How to schedule and delete classes 
o How to schedule training sessions 
o How to early cancel an appointment 
o What to do when someone owe’s for training or class? 

▪ Accounts 
o How to interpret what membership or package people have 
o How to ringout a family for a family add-on via pay for another client 
o What to do to edit sessions if someone buys out, freezes, etc. 
o What to do when members don't have active sessions but their 

membership renewed and they are still paying 
o Understanding why people owe and how to address it 
o How to enter a new client waiver 
o How to save a CC to someone’s profile 

 
 


